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INTHODUCTION 

The SU[3)C x SV{i)t. X V(l),m standard model of strong, weak and electro

magnetic interaction! haa been very successful; among the recent demonstrations 

of its validity hare been the discoveries of the F/* and Za gauge bosons. It would 

be premature at this point to claim the I quark as discovered; however we are 

confident of its existence, for example from the absence of flavor-changing neutral 

currents in B decay. If the mass of the Z° Is near twice that of the top quark, 

the toponlum bound state will be partially degenerate with the Z°. Part I of this 

thesis describes the phenomenology of this situation. 

The Higgs sector remains one of the most elusive (and perhaps unsatisfac

tory) feature of the standard model. It has often bean suggested that it should be 

enlarged, or perhaps replaced altogether by bound states, dynamically generated 

by a new strong Interaction. Even if we stay within 'conventional* Higgs struc

tures, there is no reason not to consider muttiple Higgs doublets; many currently 

interesting theories, such as SUSY, left-right, symmetric models, and superstrlng 

theories, require more than one doublet. Moreover, extra doublets can decouple 

the CP violation parameters e and e\ which could prove useful if, with future 

measurements, the standard model is unable to account simultaneously for both 

values. We conclude Fart I of this thesis by discussing soma limits on such models 

with extra doublets, and their possible effects on the toponium-Z 0 mixing. 

Although experimentally successful, the standard model is not a fundamental 

theory; It haa too many parameters and does not unify the gauge symmetries of 

nature. A recurring feature of attempted improvements involves embedding it in 

a larger symmetry group that is exact at higher energies. Many such theories, 

1 

in particular grand unified theories and superstring theories, introduce new t/(l) 

gauge symmetries that might remain unbroken to rather "low" energies. These 

extensions therefore have extra Savor diagonal Z bosons, possibly with masses 

as low as 120 GeV. In the second part of this thesis we discuss some constraints 

on these models from low energy phenomenology at e + e~ colliders. 
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P A R T I 

TOPONIUM-Z 0 INTERFERENCE* 

1. Introduction 

The possibility of toponium-Z" interference has already been discussed in a 

number of papers."'" Much of this work, guided by theoretical speculation on 

the top quark mass, mi, was concerned with the situation where the Z mass 

was much higher than 2m|. However the discovery of the Z° at CERN,1'1 and 

the more recent evidence1'1 for a top quark with a mass between 30 GeV and SO 

GeV suggests that the scenario where there is a near degeneracy in mast between 

toponium states and the Z merits a closer and more careful look. 

In the next chapter we first present a qualitative discussion of the mixing. 

We study the mixing of one vector [Jfc = 1 ) toponium state, V, with the Z, 

solving the problem analytically and studying various limiting cases. There Is an 

exact tero in the amplitude for e+e~ -> ff at the bare (unmixed) mass of the 

V when the couplings of the bare V state to both e +*~ and / / are zero. We set 

out the formulas for the couplings, cross sections, asymmetries, etc., and then 

consider the corrections of allowing non-zero couplings and of including t+e~ -» 

1 -» / / . For o(e + e~ -» ff) these have a small effect on the overall shape, which 

still has a strong minimum, whose position is slightly shifted. For the polarization 

and front-back asymmetries the effects are much more dramatic. The section 

concludes with the formalism needed for mixing the Z with an arbitrary number 

* This work has previouily been diacuued in P. J. FVanaini and F. J. Oilman, Phya. Rav. 
DM, 237 (1985) u d C. G. Athanaaiu, Framini and Oilman, Phyi. Rev. D32. 3010 (1985) 
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of vector toponium states, both below and above the open top threshold, where 

the off-diagonal mass mixing element becomes complex. 

In chapter 3 we briefly discuss heavy quark potentials and the spectrum of 

toponium states which results. We use Richardson's"1 potential and find roughly 

13 states below the open top threshold. Chapter 4 then contains the results 

following from applying the mixing formalism in Chapter 2 to the Z and the 

set of toponium stst«* described in Chapter 3. We consider a(e+t~ -» ff) 

in situations where 2m< is leu than, roughly equal to, and greater then M,. 

There are striking interference patterns observed in o(t*t~ -» ff) as well as In 

the longitudinal and front pack asymmetries. We conclude this chapter with a 

sobering look at what the experimentally unavoidable spread in beam energies 

does to these interference patterns. In Chapter S we discuss the phenomenology 

of two-Higgs models, and the bounds imposed on them by their effects on neutral 

B meson mixing. We then explore what effects an extra Higgs doublet may have 

on toponiutn-Z0 interference. 
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2. Formalism of mixing 

We shatl first consider the simplified case of only two states, the Z and 

one vector (Jpc = 1 ) toponium resonance, V. We begin with a qualitative 

argument to show that the interference is indeed destructive. To be specific 

we consider the process e+«T - • ii+it~. This process occurs predominantly as 

e + e~ -» Up -» u.+*»~i while another contribution is e + e _ - * Zo _. V0 - • Zo -» 

li+lt~ (for now, we neglect the small contributions due to 7 couplings). The first 

term has an amplitude proportional to the propagator 

P' = (* - * * ! „ + «r 2 „M Z D ) 
l (21) 

on the peak of the Z„ resonance. If, for simplicity, we choose the Z0 and V0 reso

nances to be degenerate, the amplitude from the second contribution is similarly 

proportional to 

ft = (•TfcffniTfc)- ( 2 2 ) 

Thus we have a relative minus sign between these two amplitudes, i.e., destructive 

interference. 

We can extend this argument by replacing the ZQ propagator by the iterated 

series 

+ + - = , + ... 

where the solid line denotes the Zo and the double line the V0, Using a pho-

5 

nomenological Zo — Vb coupling a, we get the amplitude to be proportional to 

^""^WA"'^""^*) (2,3) 

1 ( 1 1 y ^ - M^ 

(Here, and often in what follows, we will use Af| to represent the full expression 

M | 0 — iTz,Mt,.) For energies a few GeV away from a Cn resonance, (s —M| 0 ) ( s -

M}t) is large compared to a1; as expected, we recover the ZQ propagator. On the 

Vo resonance we get sero for the amplitude—thus we have complete destructive 

interference. 

The amplitude exactly vanishes only if we make some simplifying assump

tions: 

(1) We have ignored the virtual photon contribution to the process e + e~ -» 

| t + u~ . This Is a good approximation,since the photon, by definition, contributes 

an R-value of about* one, while the R-vatue on the Zo peak is 200. (Note that 

on the Zo peak, the Z amplitude is imaginary while that of the photon is real, so 

that there is no 7 — Z interference. However, in general we must compute Z~/V 

mixing. The effect of the photon is small enough to be negligible, except in the 

determination of the asymmetry parameters.) 

(2) We have also implicitly assumed that the width of the Va is zero. The 

expression a - M}0 really represents a- M'„ + iM$Yv* which can only be zero (for 

a physically allowed value of s) if Vv„ = 0. This is also a good approximation, 

* The contribution is not exactly one, because Revalue is given by the actual photon crow-
section divided by the QBD point cross-section with a defined at the electron mass scale. 
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since the expected width of a tl IS state (using the Richardson potential) is 

about 100 IteV, compared to T2=2.1 GeV. 

(3) Finally, we have ignored the "direct* couplings of the V0, that is, the 

Vo coupling to feimiom through the photon instead of through the Za. This 

approximation is analogous to, and comparable in magnitude with, the second 

one. 

Now let us take a more formal approach. As we are considering mixing 

between states in a limited energy range far from threshold we may safely use 

the mass-mixing formalism."'"" The 2 x 2 mass matrix has the form: 

/ A f f c - . T v . M , , W \ 
M " - { Sm> MJ.-.T*MZJ' ( 2 4 ) 

and the matrix propagator, 

"M-BFa- < 2 - 5 > 

Here M% is the (undiagonallzed) mass matrix with elements expressed in terms 

of "bare" masses (Mi, and My,) and widths (Tg, and IV,). Within the spirit 

of the mass-mixing formalism we take the Initial widths to be constants, with no 

explicit functional dependence on mass.'*1 Inclusion of such a mass dependence, 

or working with the mass rather than mass-squared matrix, results in amplitude 

changes of a few percent in the limited mass range within which we are working. 

(In the case of mixing between the Z and a new Z' boson, which we consider 

in the second part of this thesis, the mass dependence of widths will become 

important, as the Z' may be far away from the Z.) 

7 

The off diagonal term tm', which induces the mixing, originates in the (vec

tor) coupling of the Z to the t quark contained in the toponium bound state (see 

Fig. 1). Its value is 

«m» = 2v^!V>(0)| v /A^ 9 v > , 

[ 4 sin *W cos to j 

where ^(0) is the wavefunetion of the if bound state at the origin and t w is 

the weak mixing at^te (so that"" sin'tV « 0.22). The factor of y/i arises from 
4 

color. For the P »tat<M Sm1 is proportional to the derivative of the wave function 

at the origin, with concomitant much smaller mixing (by roughly an order of 

magnitude for toponium). This is examined in detail in Ref. 7. 

Q 
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Flgur* 1. FtyomKn dlkgrim of thi procua ciutinf Za—Vo mixing. 

For purposes of calculation one can work with the mass matrix in this non-

diagonal basis, sandwiching the propagator in Eq. (2.5) between initial and final 

spinors which express the coupling strength of the "bare" Vo and ZQ to the initial 

a 



and final states respectively. If we set jy. = 0, IV, = 0, and a = M} , we have 

the ampi'tude 

(2.7) 

So in this formalism also, it is easy to see the complete destructive interference. 

For some purposes, however, it is more useful to go to the diagonal basis, ob

taining along the way the physical states and eigenvalues. For this purpose we 

rewrite Eq. (2.4) as 

Wo = \{M$, - MtV.IV. + M i - iJtfjr.r a)l + A 2 S • 3 (2.8) 

where 

& = \ / ( M j . - iMy.IV. - M | o + tMg.r*,)»/4 + (Jm')>, (2 9a) 

n = cos t)i + sin 8S {2.9b) 

and the complex angle t is given by 

sin« = o m s / A J . (2.9c) 

It is then easy to see that RMlJi~', where R = «?»•, is diagonal, with eigenvalues 

My - iMyfy = | (M$. - iTy.Afy. + Jtf|„ - lTz0Mz„) + A 2 (2.10a) 

M z - i M * r 2 = i(MiJ. - iTy.Mvi + Ml . - tT*„M*0) - A 2 (2.10ft) 

and that the physical eigenstates are 

W = < - • > • ( * ) = cos? | ^ ) - s i n ?!•?,,) 

\Z) = »-'»*• f ° J = sin j |V0) + cos j |Z 0>. (2.11) 

Since f Is generally complex, R is symmetric but not unitary. 

When the narrow state V is far from the Z, these results simplify, and the 

mixing is characterized by 

- sin f rs - fa —— . (2.12) 

As the magnitude of the right hand aide turns out to be (see below) So.l even 

when My, = M;. , this is even a good approximation when the V and Z are close. 

The small admixture of the Vo in the Z has a totally negligible effect, while the 

corresponding small Zo admixture to the V has relatively large effects because of 

the much larger Zo couplings to fermion-antifermion pairs. Alternatively, when 

the mixing is small, the problem of V decays invoking the Z can be treated 

directly by explicitly calculating diagrams involving an intermediate Z, with 

Identical results'1' to those obtained using Eq. (2.12). 

Now let us consider the situation of interest to us when the state Vb is near 

the Zo and most of the width of the V comes, as we shall see, from mixing with 

the Z. It is useful to consider then the idealized case where the unmixed state V0 

10 
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has no coupling to particular initial and final states, e.g., e + e~ and fi*>~. From 

Eq. (2.11) we see that in this case the couplings of the physical V and Z to the 

initial and final states are 

(2.13) 

Consequently the scattering amplitude 

A'M ~Ml- a f r l V - * + M* - iM2V2 - s ( 2 M ) 

simplifies to 

. , , f s in 1 ? eos'f (2.1S) 

At the point a = Mj^ — iMy.ry,,, *he (complex) mass squared of the unmixed 

toponium state, 

A,i{Mv, - ,Mv.rVo> = «.„,*, [ ^ S - i j + ̂ kY)\ ' ° ' 2 1 6 ) 

when we use the relationship in Eqs. (2.6a,b) between the "dressed" masses and 

"bale" masses together with the definition of t in Eq. (2.5c). Therefore there 

is an exact zero of the amplitude Afi(a) at the position of the unmixed V0 mass 

when the unmixed state does not couple to either the initial or final state. 

How close is the actual situation to this idealized one? Let us put in some nu

merical values and insert couplings from the standard model. From the Richard

son potential discussed in the next section we take |V>(0)|! M 65 GeV3 for the IS 

vector meson ground state of toponium when the top quark mass is such that 

its mass My, fts Mz (which we take as1"'"1 93 GeV). According to Eq.(2.6), we 

then have 

«m* = 20 GeV 3 (2.17) 

for mixing of the IS state with the Z0. 

Preservation of the trace of the mass matrix under diagonalization implies 

that My — Myo ~ — \M\ — M^,), so the squared masses are shifted equally and 

oppositely, and similarly for widths. We solve Eqs. (2.10) for the "dressed" 

masses and widths as a function of Mvm, taking M&,=93 GeV and Tz0=2.7 GeV 

(as we mentioned, Ty, = 0(100 KeV)"" and can be neglected at this stage- of the 

calculation), with the results shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the shift in 

the Z mass due to mixing as a function of the mass difference of the bare states 

{Mz, is held fixed at 93 GeV, while My, is varied). Fig. 3 shows the shift in the 

toponium width. The mass shift, at most about 4 MeV (i.e. AM/M S 5 x 10~ 5), 

is negligible. On the other hand V does acquire a sizable width which is maximal 

when the Vb and Zo coincide, at which point 

IV » [*™J « 18 MeV, (2.18) 

i.e., more than two orders of magnitude greater than the bare width. 

The calculation of the cross section, as well as the polarization and front-back 

asymmetries, is expedited by considering Feynman amplitudes >4/,- for initial and 

final fermions of definite handedness, which are in principle separately measur-

able and hence do not interfere (since the interactions are mixtures of V and A 

12 
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while that induced by an intermediate virtual photon Tor the V0 is 

t'.,L = (7...I! = 5« 'Q\ /3 (M v . rS |^(0) | . (2.20) 

The angular dependence of the various amplitudes is given by standard argu

ments, so that the unpolarfeed cross section is 



(2.21) 

+ I^WI'(i^),

 + MH.«WI'(^)J]-

Recalling Oft{t) - txa1/3s, 

(2.22) 

The value of R for e+e~ -• it+n~ in the situation where JUVo is 1 GeV below 

Mz, which we arbitrarily choose for the purposes of illustration, is shown in Fig. 

4. The dotted curve is with the Z alone, while the duhed line shows the cue 

in which the couplings of the Vb to initial and final fermions are set to zero. We 

find in this latter case that 

R _ (jgz.,1.1' + lgjr.,K|*)i([Mv,t|' + IM.,« | ' ) / y _ , 3 6 5 a ' (Ma) . . 

(hVei1 o*(m.) v ' 

in the cue of e+e~ «— ft+tt~, where 

s(s - M}t + >Ty,Afy.) (» - M& + iTv.Afr0)(s - M|. + iT^M*,) - (om')» 
(2.24) 

(doing the calculation in the unmixed buls).* While not visible in Fig. 4, the 

dashed curve does not precisely go through zero, but to R « 5 X 10"\ since we 

have made FV,=100 KeV and the zero of the amplitude is slightly off the real 

energy axis. The realistic cue, including the photon intermediate state and bare 

* The nt io of a a , s in Eq. (2.23) ia about 1.15. and comes about because of tl*e way the 
R-vatu« ia denned: ace footnote 1. 

Va couplings u per Eq. (2.20), is shown by the solid line. There still is a deep dip 

near My,. A similar dip occurs for ell the 'Si states below open top threshold, 

except that the effect occurs over a narrower energy region for the higher states 

since their widths (acquired mostly from mixing) are smaller. When Mv, > Af*. 

the dip occurs before the peak, rather than after it u in Fig. 4. For the very 

fortuitous case where Mv. = Mt,, there ia no peak at all; only a near zero right 

in the middle of the Z. Similar behavior is exhibited for e+e~ -» uO and 

e+e- - dl. 
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Since we have the cross section in terms of amplitudes Tor fermions or definite 

handedness it is easy to find the expression for the longitudinal polarization (of 

the initial e~) asymmetry: 

" , l , ] - i+dsU*.) ( 2 ' 2 5 ) 

where 

Ai Muni* + M£,R|» + |^», t|» + i^t.tjj 

* MMP + MW^ + IAJWP + K E I * 

(2.26) 

and the front-back asymmetry 

(The quantity Apa used here has a maximum magnitude of unity. The more usual 

front-back asymmetry obtained by integrating over the forward and backward 

hemispheres, ia a factor of 3/4 smaller.) 

If we pay no attention to the angular distribution of the final state fermions 

and integrate over the center-of-mass scattering angle f, then we are only sensitive 

to A\(»), which Is sometimes referred to as "the" polarisation asymmetry. For 

e + e _ -*4i+n~, J*I(») = M[*) and there is no distinction between them anyway. 

Fig, 5 displays the polarization asymmetry for the reaction e + e " - • ix+tr when 

My, is 1 GeV lesa than Mj,. Again the dashed line gives the result when the 

bare Vo has no coupling to the initial or final fermions. Since in this case the 

coupling of the V to the initial and final fermions comes entirely through mixing 

-1.0 
-0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 

Ji - M V Q (GeV) 

o 
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1 
I.U 1 1 1 " 

(b) 
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Figure S. Effect of afxlne on -Aroi for * +*~-»ji +ji~. 



with the ZQ, the ratios of its heticity couplings are identical to those of the Z 

and the value of Af0\ is identical to that for the Z alone. However, when the 

amplitudes involving virtual photons are included (solid line in Fig. S), the 

effects are dramatic. Although the amplitudes involving virtual photons are 

small, those coining from V + Z also are small near My, and one sees a large 

effect characteristic of the interference of the real part of the Breit-Wigner of the 

V with the rest of the amplitude. 

Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the polarization asymmetries Ai and At in the vicinity 

of My, for production of charge If and - g quarks, u and d. Again one observes 

characteristic interference patterns due to the real part (e.g., in ^i for uO) and/or 

imaginaiy p u t (e.g., in hi for dS) of the Breit-Wigner resonance amplitude of 

the V interfering with the rest of the amplitude due XOT + Z. The quark produc

tion amplitudes used in this computation do not include the contributions from 

strong interactions, i.e., V -> intermediate gluons -» qq, which could in principte 

contribute further coherently interfering amplitudes, modifying the interference 

patterns. Similar comments hold for the forward-backward asymmetry shown in 

Fig. 7 for y/i in the neighborhood of Mya. As the asymmetries for 7 + Z alone 

do not vary strongly over the width of the Z, the general form of the asymmetry 

after the state V is introduced does not depend strongly on whether it is a few 

GeV below or above the Z mass. 

The extension of the formalism to encompass mixing of the Z with an arbi

trary number of toponium states is straightforward. For n states the mass matrix 

is (n+I)x(n+l): 
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(2.28) 

where Sm*, Sm'1, ... parametrise the mixing between the 2 and the spectrum 

of toponlum atatei V, V, .... Mixing directly (e.g, through an intermediate 

photon) between toponlum etatea ia very amali and haa been neglected. 

It 

If one worka only to second order in 6m 1 , Sm'*, ... then it is possible to 

write a dimple expression for the rotation that diagonalizes AlJ and hence its 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We have found numerically that this gives a fair 

approximation to the masses and widths of the dressed states V, V,..., and a 

good approximation to the cross sections. In our subsequent work we calculate 

in the unmixed basis, aa the matrix can be inverted exactly. While this can be 

done analytically, it ia easier to carry out the matrix manipulations numerically 

at each value of a. 

Finally, above open top threshold two interesting effects occur. The bare 

width of the toponium states will no longer be negligible, changing the near 

xeroes in cross sections to minima where the cross section drops by less than an 

order of magnitude. Further, the mixing term Sm' picks up an imaginary part 

as physical intermediate states are allowed (P 0 — l i f t — Zo)> living 

Imom1 = - £ y/MZr^^l y/Mv.rv^r,, (2.29) 

where the sum extends over all physical intermediate states (here T indicates 

a meson composed of the I quark and some lighter quark). In principle the 

imaginary part of Sm* can be comparable to the real part, causing sizable changes 

in the interference. 
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3 . Toponium Potentials 

We shall be utilising the spectrum of toponium states and their wave func

tions determined using the heavy quark potential of Richardson.'1' It has the 

advantages of correct long and short range behavior together with a minimal 

number of parameters. In addition it provides a very good set of predictions for 

the iSt states of the upsilon system.'"1 This potential is specified in momentum 

space by: 

V ( , , ) = ~ 3 3 3 - 2 n / o»ln(l + ,VA>)- ( 3 1 ) 

We use ttf = 3 (number of fermion species), since the relevant energy scale is 

the momentum of the bound quarks, which is lets than, or around, the mass of 

the charm quark; furthermore, as this is a phenocnenological potential, we wish 

to use the same parameters as did Richardson. It can be rewritten in position 

space as: 

where 

/(«) = J q [ ln(o»-!) | i + , 
I 

(3.3) 

We evaluate this potential numerically using'" A = 3B8GeV, and then solve the 

radial Schrodinger equation, 

„» + ? E ± i i „ ' + *» [E - V (r)) u = 0, (3.4) 

Where I is the angular momentum and u(r) • r' = J2(r), the radial wavefunction. 

T — 1 r 

3 5 4 0 4 5 5 0 
i-ss mi IGeV) 5 0 | 9 A 

Flgurt I. Blhdltg Mtffr of tkt 5 ud P ttstw of topoalvm, v«rau> m,. 

The first several energy levels, u a function of the top quark mass, mi, 

are shown in Fig. 8,""' where £ | = m,f - 2mt. The corresponding values of 

4>(0)—A(0)/v/7ir, the wavefunction at the origin for the S states, are shown in 

Fig. 9. These wavefunctions are normalized with the condition 

in J Mrtfr'dr = 1. (3.5) 

With this normalization the leptonic width (through an intermediate photon) 
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rp%-..+.-)-^|#ww»oj, (3.6) 

and corresponds to a leptonic width of about 0 KeV for the ground state. 

To calculate where the threshold for bare top production occurs, we basically 

follow Eichten and Gottfried.1"1 If we use the charm quark as a baseline we have 

T - ">i = mp - m, + ~{1 - m e/m r)i5 c, (3.7) 

whore the last term corrects for the hyperfine splitting between the D' and D and 

between the 7" and T (the quantity Sc = mD. - m D =.141 GeV). Inserting the 

mass of the charm quark appropriate to the Richardson potential (1.491 GeV), 

and the experimental D mass, yields tnr - mi = 0.477 GeV. Alternately, wc may 

use the bottom system as a baseline: 

mr - m, = mB - mt + -[1 - mj/mijtfj, (3.8) 

where now '" St = mg' - mB=.0S2 GeV. Again, inserting the quaric mass appro

priate to the Richardson potential (m, = 4.883 GeV), we find mT - m, = 0.425 

GeV. 

The threshold is found at 2mr, i.e., .95 GeV+2m, or .85 GeV +2m, from 

Eq. (3.7) or Eq. (3.8), respectively. In Fig. 8 we have taken It to be at .95 

GeV+2m| (indicated by the dotted line), with the result that there are 13 3Si 

states below open top threshold for m, a 45 GeV. Since the level spacing !B about 

one 'Si state per hundred MeV near threshold, we would lose one such state to 

the continuum if we moved the threshold down to 2m, + 0.85 GeV. 
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4. Cross Sections and Asymmetr ies for Toptmium NeaT the Z 
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Fl(ur« 10. R(e+t~-*?*?-), inctiidlni mixing with Huwal tratiftM; m (=45 G«V. 

We are now in a position to put together the mixing formalism ii. Section 2 

with the toponium spectrum and functions of Section 3, Indeed, for the ground 

state of toponium we have already done this in that we explored the consequences 

of the mixing formalism by using it as an example in Section Z for mass shifts, 

cross sections, and asymmetries in the two state system consisting of the IS 

state, Vo, and the Z0- Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the cross section in the 

neighborhood of the Z, for e +«~ -< <i + |i~, normalized to oy = 4ita l /3s, for 
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situations where mt=45, 47, and 49 GeV respectively. In each case the distinct 

interference pattern of each of the thirteen 3 S ( states assumed to be below open 

top threshold is visible. As we move over the peak of the Z the peak-dip order 

in the interference changes to dip-peak. 

200 
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R 

100 

50 

0 
92 93 94 95 

1-85 A / S ( G e V ) S019AT 
rigurt 11. fi(«+«"-»n*»"), llcMlaf. mixlni with »vir»l IlillWi ni=47 GuV. 

The width (acquired by mixing) of the toponium f tates decreases as we go to 

higher energy levels because the wavefunction at the origin (see Fig. 9) decreases, 

and so proportionally does the amplitude for mixing with the Z. However, the 

height of the peak (in R) remains approximately the same. In fact, the peaks of 
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the Vo resonances, as well as that of the 2b, fall on a very slowly varying curve. 

This behavior is exactly correct for a resonance, V, which acquires all its width 

from mixing with the Z, for from Eq. (2.23) we have 

„ a'(lw.,tl' + If arfMlffcxl ' + l«..«l')/ 
K = : —jj—. (4-1) 

This is a maximum for a value of « (very close to AfJ.) for which the real part of 

the quantity (» - M | B + iTg,Mjf,) - Jijjjf. vanishes. At that point. 

-(2s)w-(g)4v 
(4.2) 

Once we are above open top threshold, the situation changes considerably. 

The width of an unmixed toponium state presumably becomes tens of MeV, as is 

the case for the *" and T M . The peak and dip structure from interference with 

the Z Is much less dramatic in « + e~ -» fi +ji~, as is shown in Fig. 13. 

94.96 95.00 
Vs (GeV) 

95.04 

Figure IS. R(t*e~-»li*l»~) for » MS atate of toponiam. 

Here we have illustrated the situation by taking the 14 3S, state to be 2 GeV above 
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the Z and to have a width of 20 MeV for decay into pair* of open top states. 

The dashed line shows the case of real Sm' while the solid line indicates whbt 

happens when there is an imaginary part of the same magnitude (but opposite 

sign), which is a plausible possibility from Eq. (2.29). Again, the dotted line is 

the 7, alone for comparison. The imaginary part of Sm* makes the interference 

pattern somewhat more impressive but when we note the suppressed zero for the 

vertical axis in Fig. 13 It is clear that in any case for e + e~ -> n*n~ we have a 

much less impressive effect than that for a resonance below threshold. Of course, 

If we took at e + e" -t «f, we will see a much greater effect, for tl Is the major 

decay of such a resonance while n+lt~ is a very minor one. However, once we 

are above open top threshold the situation becomes quite complicated In that 

different states will mix with each other as well as the Z and the approximation 

inherent in producing seroes in the mass matrix in Eq. (2.28) breaks down. At 

the same time all the mixing matrix elements become complex. While interesting, 

a detailed investigation is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The situation with respect to the polarization or front-back asymmetries 

when we include the whole spectrum of 'Si toponium states is very much an 

iteration of what is found in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for tin IS state. Of course, 

there are small variations as the I quark mass is changed and the "background" 

asymmetries due to the 7 and Z change, but the general form of the interference 

pattern remains the same as we move over the peak of the Z. Again as we go to 

higher radial excitations, the width of the mixed toponium states decreases (to 

£ 1 MeV just below threshold) making the measurement of these large swings in 

the asymmetries very difficult. 
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This brings us to the question of how much of this is in fact measurable 

under actual experimental conditions where the spread in beam energy is not 

negligible. To see how this affects the results we have taken the curve in Fig. 

11 (corresponding to mi=47 GeV), which would be the measured cross section 

with no beam energy spread, and smeared it with a Gaussian corresponding to 

" a . . . = 4 0 M e V (••'•> "EJE « 0.8x 10 _ s ) and to o^,, , . = 100 MeV {i.e.,aE/E » 

2 x 10~ s). The result is shown by the solid and dashed line respectively, in Fig. 

14; the dotted line it the Z alone. 
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The latter case is presently the specification for the SLC, although the for

mer case, which is roughly nominal LEP performance without wigglers, is also 

achievable1"1 at SLC. In the latter case the structure due to the higher 'Si states 

is washed out and we can only see a mild undulation due to the IS state, instead 

of the deep dip in Fig. 4. In the former case, with a narrower beam spread, the 

ground state is quite clear and a few higher states can be picked off from their 

interference pattern with the Z. 
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We remark that even for a V relatively far away from the Z, the enhancement 

due to mixing should he quite noticeable (see Fig. IS). The height of the peak 

docs not decrease, though its width docs. The smeared height is therefore greatly 

reduced, but should be compared to the also much reduced background due to 

the 2. Note that to get comparable statistics to those obtained on the Z, one 

must run for far longer. 
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The effects of smearing with O R . . . =40 MeV on Ar,i and AFB are shown 

for the ground state of toponium in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. Part of the 

reason these asymmetries have such a small variation when Mvt is near Mz (e.g. 

Mv„ =92 GeV in the figures), is that the unpolarized cross section due to the Z 

(which occurs in the denominator of the expression for the asymmetries) is large 

there. Even with the smearing one has fairly sizable effects in the asymmetries 
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well below'""1 or well above the Z. 

Thus with OEi„m A* 40 MeV one should be able to see quite distinctive in

dications for the first few levels of toponium both in the cross section and the 

polarization and front-back asymmetries. Even with oe^„„ « 100 MeV, if Na

ture is kind enough to put toponium near the Z, the efTects due to interference 

of the ground state with the Z are visible, and they are capable at least of giving 

us information on the properties of the t quark and in particular, fairly precise 

knowledge of mi and hence of where to look for open top threshold. 

5. Toponium and two-Higgs models 

In this chapter we would like to move away from toponium temporarily, 

and discuss some of the phenomenology of a model with an extended Higgs 

sector, specifically models with two Higga doublets, although much of what we 

will discuss can be generalized to include more doublets. The new particles are 

two charged and two neutral bosons; an additional parameter is the vacuum 

expectation value (VEV) of the new doublet—or, equivalently, the ratio of the 

VEV's of the two doublets, if we fix an appropriate combination to be that 

of the atanr';u , model. Changing this VEV ratio changes the strength of the 

physical Higgs couplings and hence the size of the effects of the additional bosons; 

current physics, through the experimental absence of these effects, places limits 

on allowable values of the VEV ratio. 

One first requires that flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) be absent at 

tree level. This can be done by imposing a discrete symmetry that forbids certain 

Higgs couplings. One scheme"" requires one Higgs doublet to couple only to up-

type quarks (i.e., u, c, and t) and the other oniy to down-type quarks. Thus, 

for each set of quarks, a single Higgs doublet is responsible for both mass matrix 

and neuttal Higgs couplings, so, as in the standard model, the two matrices 

diagonalize simultaneously and PCNG are absent at tree level. Another scheme " 

allows only one Higga doublet to couple to quarks at all, so that again the mass 

and coupling matrices diagonalize simultaneously. 

We begin by discussing bounds on masses and couplings (VEV ratios) of 

charged lliggs bosons that follow from their effects on neutral B meson mixing. 
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We compare these bounds to those derived from the Kg - if£ difference,"" and 

to those derived, with additional assumptions, from CP-viol sting effects in the 

K system.'"1 We then consider what effects neutral-Higgs boson exchange might 

have on toponium physics. The Higgs exchange adds an attractive term to the 

interquark potential, which, for allowed values of the relevant parameters, can 

have dramatic effects on the spectrum and wave functions of toponium. How

ever, distinguishing these effects from the variations of different, but theoretically 

acceptable, potentials, can present a problem. 

S.I LIMITS TROM B°-B" MIXING 

The three box diagrams contributing in lowest order to B° — B" mixing are 

shown in Figure 18. The first is the standard model contribution. The other 

two can only occur in 4 model with more than one Higgs doublet, as H is the 

physical, charged Higgs. The t quark contribution dominates the expression 

for the mass difference, since it is weighted by Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) angle 

factors whose magnitudes are similar to those for the charm quark, while mj > > 

m|. Thus we expect much tighter bounds than those found in the F<-meson 

system; additionally, the freedom in choosing matrix elements, and in KM angle 

related factors is considerably smaller than in the ff-meson system. 

CLEO, at the e+e~ storage ring CESR, observes B\ and 5 | | mesons pair 

produced near threshold, i.e., without other particles. Their decay amplitudes 

are therefore coherent, and the like sign to opposite sign dilepton ratio is equal to 

the "wroi,g"-slgn lepton to "right"-sign lepton ratio for a single B meson. This 
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can be written as follows (neglecting effects of possible CP violation) 

r _ N(l*t+) + N(l-l-) _ f (B° - . r + • • •) _ (Aitf / f ) ' 

N(!+i-) + w(/-/+) r(B° _/+ + . . . ) - iTTAM/rp ( 5 , 1 ) 

where AM = Ms - ML and T = ( r £ + Ts)/2. CLEO's published upper limit on 

the mixing corresponds to 

r < 0.30 (5.2) 

which translates to the bound 

| A M / r | < .93. (5.3) 

This bound uses the assumption rBo = rg±. Recently reported data could be 

interpreted as Improving the bound, or as loosening the lifetime constraint. 

Neglecting the H — W diagram, and approximating the loop integrals, we 

find 

where £/n is the VEV of the Kiggs doublet coupling to the up-type quarks 



divided by that of the doublet coupling to down-type quarks. Here ron >• the B 

meson mass, a, is the sine of the first KM angle, and mi is the I quark mass; 

fu is defined analogously to the plon and kaon decay constants, /» and IK\ BB 

is the bag factor for the B mesan, and n is the sine of the second KM angle. 

The first four parameters are fairly well-determined; we take me = 6.3 GeV, 

a, = .23, fa = fK = M GeV and mi = 45 GeV (m, could be larger, but this 

would only make our bound better, and it cannot be much smaller; we absorb 

any uncertainty in fg into Bg). 

100 

4 - 8 6 

5 10 15 20 
M H / m t 5389A2 

Flgnr. IB. Limit, on (£/,)» ».r.ui chm.d-Hlui-bo.on mi... 
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Fig. 19 shows our limit for various values of the bag factor and aj. As 

"reasonable" parameters we pick Bg — 1 and aj — 0.06, The dashed line is the 

above, approximate calculation, while the solid line is the limit resulting if we 

evaluate the loop integral* exactly, and include the Higgs-W cross term. I also 

show our limits for the conservative values BB = 1/3 and »a = 0.04, and for 

the "optimistic'' value* BB — 3/2 and aj = 0.0S—or equivalently, for improved 

experimental limits on B° - Bf mixing. For comparison, we show two previously 

calculated limits: the first, labeled ASW, is the limit from KR mixing in 

the four quark model, and the second, labeled AG,1"1 is the limit determined 

by considering CP violation in the neutral K system. White this second bound 

is comparable to ours, it requires the additional assumption that the primary 

contribution to the CP violation parameter c be from the IV - W diagram, 

rather than from those involving the Hlggs, which may not be true. 

With the unitarity constraint that the Higgs mass be less than of order 1 

TeV, we have an Higgs-mass-independent bound of 

- £ 10 - 15. (5.5) 

n 

5.2 EFFECTS OF ALLOWED TWO-HIGGS MODELS ON TOPONIUM PHYSICS 

The neutral-Higgs (Ho) exchange contributes to the toponium potential, with 

the H0 coupling enhanced by the ratio f/n (we ignore possible mixing effects 

between the different neutral Higgs). 
40 
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rignr* 10. Hl|(> coMtrlballoa to toponltm potintltl. 

The new term is an attractive Yukawa, in momentum apace 

in coordinate space. This has the effect of Increasing the wavefunction at the 

origin, since it pulls In the warefunctlona.and of lowering energy levels (increasing 

binding energies). It also Increases the level spaeings, since It affects the lowest 

lying states the most. The number of states below threshold could change, but 

not significantly, since states above the 3S are almost unaffected (this will be an 

unobservable effect, since with the expected resolution of SLC or LEP, we only 

hope to see the first 2 to 5 states out of the 11 to 13 states below threshold). 

Other quarkonla are, in principle, affected, though negligibly, due to their light 

mass. 

l e t us now consider the 2S/1P splitting. A theorem due to Martin"" states 

that if AV(r) > 0 (true for all proposed quarkonia potentials), the nS state lies 

above the (n-l)P state, while If AV(r) < 0 for all r such that dV/dr > 0 (true for 

the Kiggs potential), the nS state lies below the corresponding P state. Ht.e we 
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Figure 31. Minimum vilue of £/fj far whlcfi live! Invcnlon ocean. 

have a qualitative signature of the presence of the Higgs. However, the theorem 

requires a given condition on AV( ) to hold for all r, (The condition dV/dr > 0 

holds for all r, for both potential ) What happens when the Higgs dominates 

only neat the origin? We might JUEES that relevant energy levels will be inverted 

if the Higgs term dominates below some relevant radius, perhapi that of the 25 

or IP. As Mn increases, the range of the Higgs potential decreases and we need a 

larger value of (/t) to keep AV < 0. This does give a qualitative picture of what 

happens. We find, numerically, the value of f/t) at which Eis = £ ip , shown 



in Fig. 21 for two different potential models."0' The dashed line indicates the 

charged-Higgs-mass independent bound of the previous section. Level inversion 

occurs for points in parameter space above the curves shown. 

We can make a semi-quantitative analysis of the wavefunction change by 

examining the singular part of the potentials. This goes from -efr, where e is 

some potential-madel-dependent constant, to 

-(••(H*)'£)s-
But 1^(0)1* <x (e mi)3 for a Coulomb potential, so we expect the dependence 

\mf = m°)\\',U I1+a(«/"H • (sf>) 
where the constant a is deduced from Eq. (5.7). Numerically, we find this 

behavior for small £/IJ (5 to 10), although a is smaller than calculated from Eq. 

(5.7), because of the screening effect of the factor t~Ml". 

Table 1 shows the effect of the Higgs term for various potentials,1*" Higgs 

masses, and VEV ratios, where we have taken m« = 50 OeV. The Higgs can have 

striking effects; note, however, the similarity of the Cornell potential without a 

Higgs term to the Richardson potential with such a term. We have illustrated 

this problem by picking potentials that are not as physically well motivated as 

the Richardson potential. We would get similar, though less striking, effects by 

considering a QCD-inspired potential where one is free to vary AJJJJ. 

Figure 22 shows R(e + e~ -* n + n ~ ) , for toponium interfering with the 2, 

smeared with a beam width of 40 MeV, and mi = 47.5 GeV. Note the qualitative 

similarity between the second and third figures. 
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Potential MH e/* Wis Et, - Ei, Ei, — Eif *(0)i . *(0)„/»(0)„ 
Richardson — 0 .24 .«M .102 8.S .52 

5 7 .18 1.68 .061 15.1 .42 

10 11 .133 2.37 -.037 26.4 .306 

20 10 .18 1.41 .016 18.0 .41 

40 8.3 .224 1.071 .08 11.4 .49 

Cornell — 0 .144 2.226 .015 23,3 .372 

10 4 .133 2.51 - .005 26.4 .354 

Martin — 0 .419 .455 .127 2.72 .75 

Tab)« 1. CttcBUUd ptftattut o( topoalam (»U 1>1U GiV to ipproprlatt powira). 
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PART II 

P H E N O M E N O L O G Y OF A N E X T R A Z° I N e + e - COLLISIONS* 

1. Introduction 

Many extensions of the standard model, such as grand unified theories and 

left-right symmetric models, propose a gauge sector of greater symmetry than the 

517(3) x 5(7(2) X f/(l) of the standard model. The recent advent of auperstring 

theories'" has given a further boost to interest in this possibility, since the com

bined low energy gauge group will generally be larger than SV(3)c x SU(2)L x 

V(l)r in these theories."'" More particularly, superstrings have revived interest 

in grand unified theories based on the exceptional groups, especially E». From 

the experimental side, the prospect of having electron-positron colliders operating 

near 100 GeV center-of-mass energies in the near future has made it imperative 

to explore what "new physics" we might looV for. The presence of additional 

neutral gauge bosons may well be one of the "easier* varieties of physics beyond 

the standard model to detect. 

Most attention has been concentrated on the phenomenological implications 

of one additional abelian factor in the low energy electroweak gauge group. This 

not only is the simplest sort of generic extension of the standard model, but 

was an early favorite arising from 4nperstrings. It is by no means the only 

possibility"'" even within the framework of early scenarios for the derivation of 

* This work has previously been dbcmwd In P. J. Franiini and P. J. Gilman, to be pqbllihed 
in Phy.. B«v. D (WM). 
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the effective low energy theory from the theory at the Planck scale. We shall 

concentrate on this case here, mainly for simplicity and denniteness. 

The new extra neutral gauge boson, Z', will generally mix with the Z of the 

standard model. The resulting physical states then will be linear combinations 

of the initial Z and Z'. In particular, the physical Z will have an altered mass 

and couplings compared to expectations based upon the standard model. 

The constraints that the measured versus expected Z mass, the neutral cur

rent data, and the Higgs structure (and therefore structure of the Z — Z' mass 

matrix) of superstring inspired models impose on the Z' mass and its mixing 

with the Z have been examined in a number of previous works." -" In various 

combinations in different papers, these constraints have been used to limit the 

allowed domain of Z1 parameters in specific models. There has also been (both 

previous to and concurrent with superstrings) much study of the effects of a Z' 

upon electron-positron annihilation cross sections and asymmetries.""" Some 

of the work on electron-positron annihilation has been done without considering 

the constraints" -" already pre-existing from other experimental information. In 

this part of the thesis we first review these constraints as they presently limit 

the range of phenomenotogical possibilities. We also show the further restric

tions on the Z' parameters which may be possible in the future from accurate 

determinations of Mg and M\y-

We then examine what can be learned from the magnitude of the cross section 

for annihilation into lepton and quark pairs at the Z peak. With the concentra

tion on sophisticated experiments, it has been overlooked by many authors that 

this simple information, available at a relatively early stage of experimentation 
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at the 'I peak, will already further limit the range of allowed Z' masses and mix

ing angles in a significant way. With this as background, we then consider what 

can be learned with polarized beams at and above the 2 peak. Here we make 

no claim to uniqueness, as in one theory or another much of this work has also 

been done by others." -"'" -"' However, we put the knowledge to be gained with 

polarized beams into the same format of Z' mass and mixing angle, and so put 

this in the proper perspective of what is already known from other experiments. 

Chapter 2 of this pert deals with the models under consideration: the re

spective electroweak couplings of the Z and Z\ their mass matrix, and corre

sponding mixing. Chapter 3 treats the existing limits on such models. Chapter 

4 begins with a treatment of what can be learned by electron-positron annihila

tion measurements at the Z peak without having polarized beams. The further 

restrictions that can be made using polarized beams follow at the end of that 

chapter. Finally, in Chapter 5 we examine the possibilities of learning additional 

information, particularly in the cue where there is Uttle or no miring between 

the Z and Z', by doing experiments in the energy region above the Z. The com

bination of all these measurements is found to provide a very sensitive indication 

of new gauge bosons up to energies of several hundred GeV. 
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2 . Preliminaries 

Superstring theories favor (but do not require) a high energy gauge group 

Et x E't, in ten-dimensional spacetime.'"1 The second Bt describes the so-called 

"shadow world," which may trigger supersymmetry breaking, but interacts with 

ordinary matter only gravitationally, and shall be ignored here. Six of the ten 

spacetime dimensions must be compactified, with a radius smaller than 10 _ s o cm, 

characteristic of the Planck (or unification) scale. The interest in preserving N = 

1 supersymmetry in the low-energy limit of the theory has focussed attention on 

six-dimensional manifolds with SU{3) structure (manifolds with SO(6) structure 

might also be relevant).'" The "low'-energy gauge group will therefore consist 

of those transformations of E% commuting with SV{3) (or SO(6)). Hence we 

need to find the maximal subalgebras of £a with SU(3) (or SO(6)) factors. £"j 

can be described in terms of the following diagram. 

Flcur« 3*. Dynkln dlagmn for £•• 

Each dot of this diagram represents a simple root vector of £g. A root vector 

is defined as follows: let {//,}(• = !,•••,»") be a maximal set of simultaneously 

diagonalizable generators of the Lie algebra (this set is known as the Cartan 

Btibalgcbra; r equals the rank of the algebra). If we write the remaining generators 
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as Ex, we have the commutation relations 

[fl«,fi s] = a1-J5a (2.1) 

where a is an r-component vector called a roof veetor, and the generators are 

labeled by their root vectors. A poiitive root vector is one with first nonzero 

component (in some given basis and ordering scheme) positive. And a simple 

root is one that cennot be expressed as a sum of two poaitive roots. All roots 

can be generated from the simple roots. The number of simple roots equals the 

rank of the group (the simple roots form a basis for the root vectors). The dots 

representing roots are connected by a single line if the angle between the toots 

Is 2*/3; they are unconnected if the roots are orthogonal (there are two other 

possibilities, which we shall not go into). Thus, for example, consider SU[3). 

If we work in terms of the \ matrices of Gell-Mann* we can take the diagonal 

matrices As and A« as forming the CsTtan aubalgebra. It is more convenient to 

work with the combinations 

T. - A ' * ' A * T 1 \ v - A < ± ' * ' ir - *o±«^7 v _ I , ,„ „. 
T ± = ~T~' •= 2Aj' * ~r~' Ui ~~r~' Y = ^"- ( 2 2 > 

We find then that 

* See. for Mump]*, Ref. 19 for the explicit form of these metrics*, and an excellent introduc
tion to Lie algebrae; ecn alio Ref. 20 for diacuiaions and many useful tablee. 

S3 

(2.3) 

17V, 7 i | = -T+ , |r+,K] = 0 giving at = ( -1 ,0) 

| r - , r , | = T-, \T.,Y] = 0 giving Si = (1,0) 

IV+,T,) = lu+, \V+,Y) = ~U+ giving 3, = ( .5 , -1) 

\V-,Tt] = - i f / - , IV..Y] = t7_ giving St = (- .5,1) 

\V+,T.) = - i v + , \V+,Y] = - V + giving 6* = ( - . 5 , - 1 ) 

\V.,T.) = lv„ \V.,Y] = V. giving a , = (.5,1) 

So the positive roots, in this basis, are Si, 6* and eT«, and the simple roots are 

53 and as, giving the Dynkin diagram in Figure 24. 
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Figure 14. Dynkin dlierani for SV{3). 

The linear independence and other requirements on simple roots can be ex

pressed in terms of a simple set of rules on the diagrams that allow as to determine 

the set of all allowed Lie algebras. These consist of the four sequences of classical 

Lie algebras: SV{N + l), SO[2N), Sp(2JV) and SO(2N +1) , also known as AN, 

On, Cfi, and BN, and the five additional exceptional Lie algebras: Gj, Ft, Ee, 

Ej, and St. In Fig. 25, we show the Dynkin diagrams for some of these algebras. 



< ^ -
o-o- -o o-o-

SU(N) S0I2N1 

(N-l bubbles) (N bubbles) 

Flgnr« » . Dj»k]» dlkftuu for SU{N), SO(JN), l id EV 

Subalgebras can be found diagrammatically in the following ways. The regu

lar subalgebraa (there are a few other, non-regular "net, which we will not worry 

about) fall into two classes: nonsemisimple (i.e., containing a (/(l) factor) and 

semisimple (i.e., a product of one or more simple, or non-abelian, factors). Each 

maximal nonsemisimple subalgebra is just a 17(1) factor times a semisimple fac

tor given by the Dynkin diagram for the original algebra minus any one dot. 

The maximal semisimple subalgebras arr obtained by removing one dot from 

the "extended" Dynkin diagram. This diagram is found by constructing a set 

of roots that satisfies all the requirements of a simple root system, except linear 

independence. It turns out that only one root can be added, and it Is unique. 

The extended diagram for E» is shown in Figure 26. 

<~i~~« 
a b 

Flgnr* 3S. Extindid dl&grim for £•• 

We see then, removing the dot labeled b, that for compattification on a six 
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dimensional manifold with £1/(3) holonomy, the remaining symmetry is £«; for 

SO(6) (removing the dot labeled a), we get SO( 10). We shall only consider the 

former case. Removing two more dots from the £s diagram, we find the breaking 

pattern 

£a - . SO(ia) x t / ( l ) + (2.4) 

and then, 

SO(10) - S£/(S) * I / ( l ) x , (2.6) 

where we have labelled the U[l)'t in a now standard manner."" If the SU(S) 

contains the standard SU(3)£ x SV[2)L x V(\)r, then any extra 1/(1) from the 

breaking of £» must be a combination of V(l)^ and U(l)x. The corresponding 

Z' will be a combination of Z+ and Zx which is defined by 

Z'(*B.) = 2 * c o e # a + ZxB\nfB,. (26) 

In the particular case of superstring theories broken by Wilson loops to a 

rank 5 group, a special Z ( ' E J is specified: 

Z, = - v/5/8 Z+ + V3/1 Zx. (2.7) 

It is this Z, that we shall be considering primarily ill this part of the thesis, but 

we shall at various places consider what would happen to the quantity under 

discussion if the Z' were Z$ or Zx, as well as other intermediate possibilities. 
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The Lagrangtan describing the Interaction of the neutral gauge bosons of 

an electroweak theory containing a Z' with the corresponding currents can be 

written as: 

CNc = *A,.J!U + 9.Zl.J$ + </Z',JS. (2-8) 

where the couplings ate given by 

a, = — and a' = .. • (2.0) 

Here Jfm is the electromagnetic current, and J{ = JJ"t - twQ1" is the standard 

Z-boeon current; we define* j£, = fhl^Qlfh + hl"Qtltn ('ne charge Q t» a 

number dictated by the group structure), and zw = sln'iV. 

The couplings of Z+, Zx, and therefore Z, follow from pure group theory 

and are given1"1 in Table 2. We specify not only the couplings to the known 

fermions which comprise the 10 plus 8 representations of SU(S), but to the 

'exotic" fermiona which make up the full 2T dimensional representation of £g. 

The D Is a charge -e/3 quark; the N an SU{2)t, singlet, neutral lepton; and the 

Eo, B~ an St/(2) t doublet of leptons. The coupling is related to the charge by 

a factor of y/Kj3{t/totlw). Note that because of the breaking pattern in Eqs. 

(2.4) and (2.6), any Z'{tg,) has the same coupling to each member of a given 

Sf/(S) multtplet. The Z has different couplings generally to different members 

of an 5t'(5) multiple, but since it couples like a generator (or more exactly, 

* WowoaMliketothuik W. J. MarcUno for pointing oat a factor of two mor is the Mpreiwion 
for thti can-eat. 

SO(10) SV(S) 2^/\5Qx 1/UQ+ 2Vl5Qv 

16 10(u,d,O, e+) 

S(J,c,c) 

W) 

- 1 

3 

- S 

1 

1 

1 

- 2 

1 

- 5 

10 S(0,£° ,B + ) 
HD,E°,E-) 

2 

- 2 

- 2 

- 2 

4 

1 

1 1(S°) 0 4 - 5 

Tablt 3. Ctiirf n of %hm ftrmlOM .» tht 37 dlmeMloji... repitMnUtlon of E% (from Hit. T). 

T(Z' -» all) BR[t*t) BR{uQ) BR[dd) 

* 4.0 (23.) 4.4ft (.03ft) 13ft (2.8ft) 13ft (2.8ft) 
X 11 (23.) 6.1ft (2.8%) 3.6ft (1.7%) 18ft (8.3ft) 
n 5.8 (23.) 3.7ft (.93ft) 18ft (4.4ft) l i f t (2.8ft) 

Tabla S. Total wlalhi and br«aefel«f ratio* of th* Z R ( 2^, and £ , to fcrmlon pilri. 

a linear combination of generators), the sum over an £1/(5) multiplet of the Z 

charges vanishes. Therefore, 

Y, 9z<?Z'(.r.)=". (2.10) 
$1/(1) malMpkl 

The width of the Z' is now determined, tn Table 3 we give the total widths 

In units of 10"'Mj. and the branching ratios for decays into uO, di, and e+e~, 

for each case considering the possibility that none or all (in parentheses) of the 

"exotic" fermions are light enough to be decay products of the Z'. 

The physical Z and Z* bosons will not be the states which we have been 
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discussing till now, but a linear combination, since an extra neutral gauge boson 

will generally mix with the Z of the standard model. The two channel mass 

matrix has the form 

\ 6M* * * . * " ) (111) 

and for 6M7 small will be diagonal!zed by a rotation through an angle 

'"""Mfrnsr ( 2 I 2 ) 

The amplitude for e + e~ annihilating to a / / final state is then 

\ S M '-Ml^ + iMfT^J \ g z i ) u 

(2.13) 

We diagonalize the mass matrix to find the physical 2 mass, which will be shifted 

downward from its "bare", standard model value, just as the Z' will be shifted 

upward (by an equal and opposite amount in the square of the mass): 

Ml-Ml, „-

In a given theory, the Higgs content gives restrictions on the elements of the 

mass matrix in Eq. (2.11). These restrictions have been formulated in the general 

case by CvetiS and Lynn."9' In the particular case of Zn, the Z and Z' masses arc 

generated by two Higgs doublets—H and H', and one Higgs singlet— N. These 

particles have vacuum expectation values (VEV) vi, vj and x, respectively. The 

charges of these particles are H—(1, j ) , B'~-(-1, | ) , and N—(0, - | ) where we 

have given the Z charge, then the Z'. Recalling that o'/j;; = y/xiv, we have 

I i rr- '*"?-''' \ 

(2.15) 
. 4v\-vl 16«J + uj + 2Sx* I 

using Af' = ]T) <?*»'. The off diagonal element of this matrix can range from 

- \yfzw to 5v/5ivi while Mf is essentially free to vary independently. Thus we 

have the following bound on the mixing angle: 

J ^ < U n 2 , < i ^ . (2.16) 

The charges of the physical Z are therefore changed from those of the stan

dard model through the rotation that diagonalizes the mass matrix in Eq.(2.11): 

9z,h,...., = «zcos#MIX - yz'(«.,)«in*Afj;r. (2.17) 

The partial widths of the Z, given by Vz ot g%M2, are correspondingly altered, 

with changes which are linear in luix for small mixing. 

We can also find the physical widths in a manner analogous to that used to 

obtain the masses, by diagonalizing the mass matrix and extracting the w:dth 

by looking at its imaginary part. Diagonalizing the mass matrix in Eq. (2.11), 

we find 
Ml-iMz.rZ.-BHM*,-iMzirz.) 

M| - tMzTz « jTTjji (2-18) 
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giving 

MZXZ - Mzjz. » (MzJz. - Mz,Tz,yR - 2{Ml - M»,)# R 9, (2.19) 

where 

[ W ] 

From this expression for 8 we see that 

« ? e ( M z „ r z „ - M z . r 2 . ) ~ f l K J , ( M ! o - A f i , ) (2.21) 

and therefore that the shift in lz is 0(r*j,). 

The error in this approach lies in two omissions. First, we must include an 

imaginary off-diagonal term proportional to ilZ.gz<Mz,M^, analogous to the 

terms iMz.Tz. oc igz.M%., and t'Mz<rz< o< igz,Mz,, Moreover, since the masses 

Afz0 and Mz^ are far apart, we cannot neglect the energy-dependence of the 

widths. Since we are working in the vicinity of the Zo> we replace Mz> by M?,„ 

in the expressions ig\,M\, and i$2„9z>.Mz„Mz>.. The corrected mass matrix is 

Ml.-iM2.rz. SM'-iMzJrg,rzi,%jt\ 
r ~ V " . (2.22) 

We now have an equation similar to Gq. (2.19): 

MZVZ - MzJz. a (MzJz, - Mzi ( ^ J Tz.)9% - 2 (M|„ - M^Stf, (2.23) 

but 0 is given by 

*Af»-,MzJrz„rz,j*j* 
» « - ^ S TT5 ~ — M l - Ml, - iMzJz. + iMz.Tz, ( 2 M ) 

so that 

(Mzjrz. - Mz.rz.)*M» + (Af|B - Ml.JMzjTz.Tz.Jgft 

"m m ^ w L- (2M) 

Because of this new second term in Gq. (2.25), #; is 0{T/M); therefore the 

second term in Eq. (2.23) gives a contribution to A r of 0 ( T 0 R ) . This method 

can be shown to give the same answer as the rotated coupling method. 

In part I of this thesis, we did not encounter this subtlety, since the equivalent 

°f Pzji namely, o(fs, is very close to sero; moreover, the ffo mass Is near that of the 

Z0; hence we need not consider the energy-dependence or the widths. The more 

naive diagonalization approach is then a valid approximation, and the rotated 

coupling method gives the same 0 (* 5 ) result, since the 9 dependence now comes 

in only in jz , cos 8. 

Although present in the partial widths, the term linear in 0MIX in the total 

width of the Z vanishes, since it involves a sum over QzQZ%ic,) a n ^ ( 8 c e Eq. 

(2.10)) this sum is zero when taken over all members of an SC/(5) multiplet. The 

known quarks and leptons in each generation completely fill two such multiplets, 

and the other "exotic" fermiona of the 27 of Es fill other SU{5) multiplets. So, 

with or without the full set of exotic decays, the change in the total width of the 

Z is quadratic rather than linear in 9MIX f°r small mixing. Therefore, AT/r is 
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of the same order as AM/M. However, experimentally, we expect the ab$oluU 

errors on Tz and Mz to be comparable, so the measurement of total Z width 

does not promise to be useful to us. 
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3. Current Limits 

The constraints which the measured as compared to expected (in the standard 

model) Z mass, the neutral current data, and the Higgs content of superstring 

models impose have been examined separately or in combination in a number of 

papers.""'' They serve to limit the values of the Z' mass and mixing angle and 

it is useful to briefly review them, if only to tee what remains for * + e ~ colliders 

to do. 

We concentrate on 2,. For the constraint provided by the measured mass 

of the Z, we have taken a combination of the present statistical and systematic 

errors as indicating agreement with theory to within 3 GeV and plotted it as 

the dash-dot curve in Figure 27.* We compare these limits with those found by 

Durkin and Langacker1" from neutral current data; their boundary of the allowed 

region Is plotted as the dashed curve.1"1 The solid curve represents the bound 

obtained from the Higgs structure of the mass matrix. As shown In Figure 27, the 

mixing angles allowed for a Z' which has unmixed gauge couplings corresponding 

to Zn obey I^M/XI 5> 0.1 and the region of allowed masses starts at about 130 

GeV. These constraints cover the same general area; for Z' masses up to several 

times the Z mass, it is the neutral current data and/or the limit on the shift 

* W« compare the measured value of Afj with itl value as calculated from the measured 
value of MM*, mini Mw = 38.05/sinfty (at the one-loop level) to fix unfa. The UAl 
experiment measures Ms to be 1 GeV smaller than this "theoretical11 value determined 
front Mw Thue, taking the statistical erron of Ari(lh) and Mg{tzp) in quadrature, and 
ignoring the systematic errors (which come from an energy acale uncertainty which should 
affect both numbers approximately equally) we find that a 3 GeV decressa in Mg from 
Mg[th) is about a l.lcr effect. UA2, however, measures Mw to be smaller; Ms{th) is 
slightly smaller than Afz(exp), and a 3 GeV decrease from Afj(tn) is a 2rr effect. We use 
numbers from Ref. 23. (It is amusing to note that using previous (1984) data these numbers 
would become 3a tor UAl and Iff for UA2). 
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of the Z mass which provide more stringent constraints than the Higgs content. 

The surprisingly low mass value allowed for the Z' is due to the small (compared 

to the Z) couplings to ordinary fermions of the £„. 

400 -

¥!|nr* 9T. Current conatnintp on in* nm and mutlii uilt of i pMtlbla Z*. 

In the following we take the inner (allowed) region from Figure 27 and use It 

as a reference curve for the bounds obtainable from future experiments (plotted 

as a dotted line). For example, in Figure 28 we show the bounds from measuring 

the Z mass (relative to the W) with an error of 50X1 MeV (curve l) and of 64 

500 

6-06 ^MIX 8467B* 

Figure 21. Conitralnta on £'*t from fatnra meuvreaenU of M» and Mw. 

MeV (curve 2). We regard the former u probably attainable early in the next 

generation or hadron collider experiments and the latter as a possible ultimate 

accuracy.* Particularly in the latter case the region of parameter apace allowed 

t The value of 64 MeV ii obtalmH by combining in quadrature iti error on the "theoretic*!" 
value of Mj of 6t MeV (front in optimistic future error on the measured value of Mw ot 
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for the Z' is diminished considerably. Note that these limits axe relevant to the 

case where there are only additional Z"B. If there are additional W"» as well, 

they generally mix with the W, adding additional parameters, and removing the 

connection between the observed W mass and the unmixed Z mass. 

75 MeV) with an optilfliitic error on the experimental value of Mi measured at LEP of 20 
MeV. 

4. Limita from Measurements at the Z Peak 

With the results of the last chapter as background, we now direct our atten

tion to electron-positron annihilation at the peak of the Z. We begin with the 

most straightforward measurements: the shift in the mass and width of the Z 

and the cross section for production of fermion-antifermion pairs at the peak. 

Using the equations given in Chapter 2, we calculate the results shown in 

figure 29 for the change in the mass and total width of the Z, and the cross 

sections for various final-state fermion pairs in electron-positron annihilation at 

the (mixed) 2 peak aa a function of t/nix (when we are considering a Z,). The 

mass ahift was treated in Chapters 2 and 3; it depends on both the msss of the 

Z' and the mixing angle (we have taken Mz< = 200 GeV ). The other changes 

occur because of the altered couplings of the physical Z due to mixing with the 

Z', Therefore they depend essentially only on the mixing angle with the Z as 

long as the Z' is many widths away from the Z. 

The shift in the total width is very small, and is within anticipated mea

surement systematic errors. This is expected on the basis of Eq. (2.10) through 

cancellations of the first order terms in #af/X when the sum over modes includes 

all members of an S[/(5) multiplet. 

This Is not true for the cross section for individual fernuon-antifermion final 

states which is proportional to the partial width of the Z into these particular 

channels and to I",*,. . There are changes of roughly 10% for variations of S\ux 

by ±0.1. Such a change should be significant, particularly for e + e~ —» Z -* e+e~ 

(or equivalcntly, e + e~ ---. Z -» ii+n~), where a 3% measurement of the cross 
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section seems possible." This corresponds to a 1c limit on IMIX °f ±0.08. 

Quark-antlquark cross sections can be determined to poorer accuracy than 

that Tor mu pairs; 10% Is probably a fair estimate1"' for 65 (isolat&ble through 

semileptonie decays), which is the same as di or s i . The cross sections for uo 

and ct can then be obtained by subtraction from the total of all hadronic decays. 

Because of this decreased accuracy of measurement, the hadronic cross sections 

provide less of a constraint than the more accurately measured muon pair cross 

section, even though the change in the latter due to mixing with Zn is smaller. 

Note also that mixing with Z, produces a characteristic pattern where the 

cross section for fi+n~ and ii increases when that for ufl decreases and vice 

verm. The couplings of each Zit% are diTerent and produce recognizably different 

patterns. 

Figure SD. ff„ venni tuix find f*«. Tit dotttd line %W** RF when n* 2' it preient. 

This is illustrated in a different way :n Figure 30, where the cross section at 

the Z peak for annihilation into muon pairs is shown versus both thlix and SE>. 

Depending oa which 2' is chosen, one pets an increased or decreased cross section 

from the value one would have with no Z' (shown by the dotted line). Note that 

the particular case of a £„ gives a nearly minimal effect for this particular cross 
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section. Choosing instead Z^ 01 Zx for our Z' would have produced much greater 

effects in the muon pair cross section and correspondingly ?>etter limits on OMIX-

For example, we would have obtained \9MIX\ ^ 0.04 if the Z' was taken as Zj,. 

There is a small front-back asymmetry at the Z in the standard model. Mix

ing with a Z' alters its magnitude as has been calculated in detail elsewhere.1" -"' 

In Figure 31 we show the limits placed on Mz< and ttAtx by future measure

ments at the Z peak of the front-back asymmetry in i*t~ -> /»+M~ (and their 

agreement within one sigma with the value expected in the standard model) with 

10 1 (curve 1), ICf (curve 2), and and 10* (curve 3) measured Z'a. The limits 

are almost independent of Mz'l the slight bending of the curves bounding the 

allowed region for the lowest Z' messes is due to finite width effects of the Z' 

(calculated with decays into non-exotic fermions only). 

This measurement is unlikely to add very much to the limits vhieh will be 

available from other measurements in a similar time period. Measurements with 

quarks in the final state are difficult because of the small samples of potential 

events remaining after cuts to isolate a quark rather than an antiquark, and are 

complicated by B - B mixing.'"1 

Finally we turn to the information thai may be obtained when a longitudi

nally polarized electron beam is available. We can write the as. imetry 

A P M = ^ : = W W ' { 4 i ) 

where <rR and <jt are the cross sections for right- and left-handed incident elec

trons, respectively (integrated over final angles for any particular final state or 
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sum of final states), and vt and a, are the vector and axial-vector couplings of 

the Z to electrons. The second equality in Eq. (4.1) is valid only at the peak of 

the Z. With sin 3 fur = 0.22, the polarization asymmetry has a value of about 

-0.24. More importantly, since vt happens to be close to zero because of the 

particular value of sin 3 f\y that exists, APOL " very sensitive to deviations from 



the standard model; in particular it is sensitive to changes in couplings from 

•mall admixtures of a Z> in the £."" Again, these measurements are sensitive to 

the value of #M/Jf and not to that of Afji. 

It it possible to consider looking at decays of the Z into particular quark-

antiquark channels with a polarized beam. However, it will be very difficult to 

get the necessary accuracy because of difficulties In identifying a particular quark 

and the great loss of statistics involved in making the very restrictive cuts on the 

data necessary to Isolate a particular channel. 

6457A7 '" e . e 6 

Flson *'• vtrot man tuix mi »»,. 
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Figure 32 shows ApoL at the peak of the Z as a function of both BMIX and 

<>E,- The dotted line is the value of the asymmetry In the standard model with 

sin2 Sw = 0.22 and no Z' present. The effects of mixing are large, particularly for 

Zn. They are almost non-existent for Z+, for it has purely axial-vector couplings 

to electrons and its admixture does not change in lowest order the vector coupling 

of the Z to electrons (to which Apot is most sensitive). 

The corresponding limitations on Mx, and IMIX are shown in Figure 33. The 

boundaries are one slgma limits on the deviation of ApoL from the "prediction" 

of the standard model with no Z'. The dotted curve Is the allowed region from 

Figure 27 for comparison. Even with 10* Z's and a 5% systematic uncertainty 

(solid curve) in the polarization of the beam, the allowed region is as small as can 

be bounded by the other measurements we have discussed. The dashed curve 

represents 10s Z't and a 3% systematic error. With 10" 2 'a and a 1% systematic 

uncertainty (dash dot), one will be able to bound l^y/xl £ 0.011 
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5. Limita from Measurements Above the Z 

We have just seen that fairly tight restrictions can be placed on t M l x from 

various measurements at the Z peak. However, there is still the possibility that 
aMrx is very close to or identically zero. Then the Z is just that of the standard 

model, and there is no effect worth speaking about at ^/a = Mz-

But there still are effects off the Z peak, particularly at somewhat higher 

energies. Even when l/,nx is non-zero it is interesting to look at electron-positron 

collision energies other than at the Z peak to see the relative sensitivity to a Z'. 

Figure 34 shows the front-back and polarization asymmetries as a function 

of ^/3 for several Z' masses and values of $uix and Bg,. For a Zn at 150 

OeV and t/jix — —0.2 (solid curve), near the boundary of what is allowed by 

current experiments (see Figure 27), Figures 34a and 34d show that there are 

large deviations from what one would expect without a Z' both above and below 

the Z. Even if 0mx = 0 (dashed curve) the polarization asymmetry starts to 

deviate significantly from the standard model at */a ~ 110 GeV. 

Figures 34b and 34e show that if there is appreciable mixing, there are notice

able deviations in the longitudinal polarization asymmetry starting at *fi ~ 110 

GeV, even if the mass of a 2 , is as high as 300 GeV. The solid curve shows Mz, 

= 200 GeV and $MIX = -0.15 and the dashed curve Bhows Mz, = 295 GeV and 

BMIX = -0.05. If $MIX = 0, there are still 10% changes in APOL 15 GeV above 

and below the Z. However, the absolute value of ApoL and the cross section be

low the Z are so small that a measurement there will be statistically insignificant. 

The deviations for the front-back asymmetry are much smaller (less than about 
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1% in this case). Because one must identify a final fermion and distinguish it 

from the corresponding antifermion, adequate statistical power for a significant 

measurement of the front-back asymmetry appears to be an insuperable problem 

away from the Z peak. Figures 34c and 34fshow effects in the x model: Mzx= 

200 GeV, $M1X = -0.1 (solid curve), and Buix = 0 (dashed curve). The dotted 

curve is in all the cases the expectation without a Z', 

There are two problems with off-peak effects—the cross section is lower— 

and hence it will be hard to get running time there. We will quantify the former 

effect by considering the following expression for the number of c of th? effect 

off-peak, where the statistical error is scaled according to the produced cross 

section off-peak. 

We have 

# of o[\fa\ = j t p o t , ( ^ ^ " " 1 ' z ' ~ APOl(V')'a- ( 5 j \ 

where 
j — ^ 

The first term comes from the uncertainty AP in the polarization of the beam, 

P. The second term is the statistical error in the actual polarization asymmetry, 

given by the inverse of the square root of the number of events (the error in 

the experimentally measured polarization asymmetry), divided by P (taken to 

be .45). N is the equivalent number of events on the Z peak. Since the total 

error is statistics dominated, the comparison of off-peak elTectB to on-peak effects 

is most favorable when AP/P is large and JV is large (and |«| is small). The 
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'rail Mz> V« &Arol «r(l%, 10 8) a(5%,10") 

- .01 200 Z 

100 

130 

.009 (.014) 

.004 (.046) 

- .04 (.133) 

2.9 (4.4) 

.38 (4.4) 

-1 .4 (6.2) 

.8 (1.2) 

.2 (3.0) 

-1 .3 (6.2) 

0 200 Z 

100 

130 

-.0001 (.0001) 

-.008 (.036) 

- .05 (.168) 

- .04 (.03) 

- . 7 (2.7) 

-1.7 (fi.5) 

- .01 (.008) 

- . 4 (1.8) 

-1 .6 (8.5) 

0 400 Z 

130 

180 

-.00003 (.00003) 

-.008 (.024) 

-.019 (.06) 

- .01 (.008) 

- .27 (.77) 

- .48 (1.5) 

- .003 (.002) 

- .25 (.74) 

- . 5 (1.5) 

T«bl« 4. ElUcU of • I' os u d of •>• Z p«tt. 

same integrated luminosity that produces 10* Z'% at the peak will give a ~ 3 

a deviation in the polarisation asymmetry (from the standard model value), for 

y/j ~110 GeV, due to the presence of a Zx at 200 GeV with t M I X = 0. Changing 

the mixing angle to -0.03 yields a ~ to effect and it remains near 3 a '"or the 

same mixing angle if, in this favorable cue , the mass is raised to 400 or 600 

GeV. In Table 4 we show some representative numbers (those in ()'» are effects 

in the x model; the others are in the q model) for AP/P = 1% and 6%, with a 

luminosity that would produce 10° Z'B on peak. 

In summary, using the extra neutral gauge bosons accompanying the breaking 

of the grand unification group Eg down to the standard model as examples, 

we have seen in this part of the thesis how a Z' could affect electron-positron 

annihilation experiments. In general the massive physical neutral gauge bosons 

will be mixtures of the Z of the standard model and the other neutral gauge 
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bosons. This mixing changes the couplings of the Z from those of the standard 

model. Accurate measurements of the cross section at the Z peak will provide 

new constraints on the properties of a Z'. Even more sensitive to these changed 

couplings is the longitudinal polarization asymmetry; it can be used to limit 

t*IIX £ 0-01. g> v«i anticipated systematic and statistical errors. But even if 

' M / X = 0, measurements off the Z peak involving the polarization asymmetry 

can give decisive evidence far a Z'. 

The combination of measurements at the Z and above it is a very powerful 

indicator of the presence of extra neutral gauge bosons. It should be possible, 

using these experiments in combination, to rule out (or find evidence fori) the 

presence of a Z' up to masses several times that of the Z. 
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